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the Invention The present
invention relates to heat

exchangers and particularly to
a heat exchanger which

includes a stack of thin tubes
through which a heat-transfer

liquid flows and which is in
thermal contact with a heat-
transfer solid. 2. The Related

Art Heat exchangers, especially
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those associated with electric
power generating and

transmitting systems, are
required to perform in a wide
range of ambient conditions.

For instance, the heat
exchangers used to transfer

heat from one fluid to another
in a nuclear power plant or

other heat exchange system
may be exposed to extremely
cold as well as extremely hot
ambient conditions. Such heat
exchangers include stacks of
metal tubes through which a
heat-transfer liquid flows and
which are in thermal contact

with heat-transfer solids, such
as metal plates or plates made
of other materials. The primary
purpose of the metal tubes in

such heat exchangers is to
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provide support for the heat-
transfer solids and to distribute

heat from the heat-transfer
liquid to the heat-transfer

solids and then ultimately to
the ambient air. Because metal

tubes are not good heat
conductors, when the ambient

air temperature is low, heat
transfer between the metal
tubes and the heat-transfer

liquid does not occur
efficiently, while at the same

time heat transfer between the
heat-transfer liquid and the
heat-transfer solid (e.g., the

metal plates) is relatively poor.
The heat transfer from the
liquid to the metal tubes

becomes even less efficient at
high ambient temperatures,

which are common at the
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typical location of a heat
exchanger in an electric power
plant. Accordingly, the life of a

heat exchanger becomes
shorter as the ambient

temperature increases. One
solution to the problems

associated with low efficiency
of heat transfer from metal

tubes to heat-transfer liquids
and poor efficiency of heat
transfer from heat-transfer

liquids to heat-transfer solids
has been to use the heat

transfer medium of the heat
exchanger (i.e., the heat-

transfer liquid) to provide a
forced convection heat transfer
between the metal tubes and
the ambient air. When forced
convection is used to transfer
heat from the metal tubes to
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the ambient air, however,
temperature differentials at the

entrance and exit of
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